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Disordered protein chains and segments are fast becoming a major pathway for our

understanding of biological function, especially in more evolved species. However, the

standard definition of disordered residues: the inability to constrain them in X-ray

derived structures, is not easily applied to NMR derived structures. We carry out

a statistical comparison between proteins whose structure was resolved using NMR

and using X-ray protocols. We start by establishing a connection between these two

protocols for obtaining protein structure. We find a close statistical correspondence

between NMR and X-ray structures if fluctuations inherent to the NMR protocol

are taken into account. Intuitively this tends to lend support to the validity of

both NMR and X-ray protocols in deriving biomolecular models that correspond to

in-vivo conditions. We then establish Lindemann-like parameters for NMR derived

structures and examine what order/disorder cutoffs for these parameters are most

consistent with X-ray data and how consistent are they. Finally, we find critical value

of L = 4 for the best correspondence between X-ray and NMR derived order/disorder

assignment, judged by maximizing the Matthews correlation, and a critical value

L = 1.5 if a balance between false positive and false negative prediction is sought.

We examine a few non-conforming cases, and examine the origin of the structure

derived in X-ray. This study could help in assigning meaningful disorder from NMR

experiments. Running Title: NMR X-ray comparison
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding that disordered proteins and protein fragments are major factors in

biology Dunker et al. (1998); Uversky (2013); Oldfield and Dunker (2014); Dolan et al.

(2015); Mittag et al. (2015); Berlow, Dyson, and Wright (2015); Lazar et al. (2016),

and especially in more evolved organisms Iakoucheva et al. (2002); Ward et al. (2004);

Haynes et al. (2006); Romero et al. (2006), has lent great importance to their identification

and characterization. Historically, due to most protein structures being derived from X-ray

experiments on the protein in its crystal form, and the ability of this technique to see only

stationary atoms, disordered residues were defined as those residues for which coordinates

could not be deciphered from the X-ray data Zhang et al. (2012). Indeed such residues have

a special comment in a standard PDB file Berman et al. (2000), numbered ‘465’. In essence

however these residues can be more aptly labeled as disordered despite crystallization. As

we shall show below, some residues loose their disorder due to the crystallization of the

protein.

What is the relationship between protein structures obtained from X-ray experiments

and those obtained from NMR experiments? Protein structure mediates the interactions

that govern all known living systems. In the realm of nano-scale fabrication, protein-design

present a good opportunity for building fine scale complex nano-structures, while in chem-

istry they can greatly expand our understanding and manipulation of complex reactions,

for example as catalysts Vetsch et al. (2004); Varpness et al. (2005); Meyer (2008). In

principle, due to proteins containing many interacting subsystems, proteins can also be used

to test the most fundamental properties of complex systems in the classical and quantum

realm. For living systems of course proteins are crucial and their manipulation holds the

promise to revolutionize the medical and biotechnology fields. To fully utilize all of these

exciting advancements one should try to understand as best as possible the relationship

between the protein sequence, its structure (in a dynamical sense), and its function.

A protein is a directed chain of the 20 or so naturally occurring amino-acids Mart́ı-

Renom et al. (2000); Wright and Dyson (1999); Chiti and Dobson (2006). The sequence
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of the protein is determined by the genetics, and the dynamic structure of the protein is

responsible for the function. In its static form the sequence-structure assumption states

that under certain conditions and given a sequence, a protein will be in a well defined

structure. A more dynamic form would state that given a sequence a protein will be in a

structural state, allowing for states where a given protein attains a well defined structure

only upon binding or some other interaction, and states which don’t go into a stable protein

structure at all. It is immediately clear that even this more general form is lacking. A more

precise statement would be that given a sequence and environmental conditions a protein

would attain some statistically stable static or dynamic structure. What are the limits of

this ansatz? Of course it depends on what we mean by statistically stable. In this case

we mean that if we repeat an experiment on the same protein, under the same conditions

then statistical averages will concur with one another. This depends on the time scale

for which statistical averages are taken and it is assumed that they are longer enough to

reasonably sample the accessible phase space. Life itself is a manifestation of the validity

of this ansatz. But of course life has its limits, per current knowledge it can survive at a

narrow band of possible circumstances in the universe. As circumstances change, so does

the relationship between sequence, environmental conditions, and structure. What are these

relationships as circumstances change between X-ray crystallography (X-ray) and nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments? We will compare protein structures obtained from

NMR and X-ray.

As more models of proteins become available the question of the correspondence of these

laboratory produced results to functional proteins needs careful examination. We get protein

structures mostly by X-ray. Currently, as of 2016, the PDB Berman et al. (2000) is about

90% X-ray and 10% NMR. In both cases a significant perturbation is applied to the studied

systems. Another perturbation, which we shall not address here, is that in most cases and

especially for human proteins, they are manufactured for lab analysis in model organisms,

typically bacteria. Hence, some issues can arise, for example with the epigenetic control

of the protein structure/function. Here we shall focus on post protein isolation issues.
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Post isolation we get protein structures by either X-ray or NMR. In X-ray, the system is

forced to crystallize and the sample is bombarded with strong radiation. In NMR we use

chemical manipulation and strong magnetic fields. Do these results differ or agree in the

structures they give? If they agree it is an indication that the produced structures are valid

representation of functioning proteins for post protein isolation.

Assigning disorder is typically achieved using X-ray resolved protein structure and assign-

ing as disordered any residue that cannot be resolved. However, NMR offers an advantage

over X-ray in that protein structure is obtained for samples in solution, without the need

to crystallize the protein. This enables capturing more of the dynamics of protein structure

and may enable in the future dynamic observation of the structures associated with protein

function. It would be beneficial to be able to assign disorder to a protein chain based on

NMR resolved structures.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. NMR/X-ray Datasets

The most exact comparison one can make, between NMR and X-ray structures, is to

have a set of identical proteins that have both NMR and X-ray structures. Some special

cases like that exist Billeter et al. (1989); Braun et al. (1992); Wagner, Hyberts, and

Havel (1992); Blake et al. (1992); Engh et al. (1993); Gallagher et al. (1994); Muchmore

et al. (1996); Gajhede et al. (1996); Massiah et al. (1996); Fraenkel and Pabo (1998);

Haliloglu and Bahar (1999); Philippopoulos and Lim (1999); Delaglio, Kontaxis, and Bax

(2000); Lindorff-Larsen et al. (2005); Garbuzynskiy et al. (2005); Yang et al. (2007);

Andrec et al. (2007), and we will use these later to establish a definition of disorder based

on NMR structures. However, the current small number of such specific comparisons makes

drawing general conclusions regarding general proteins difficult. To get a dataset that is not

prohibitively small for drawing conclusions we shall start by resorting to statistical analysis.

We would like to estimate the correspondence between X-ray and NMR derived structures.
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To this end we built the following datasets. We started out by collecting all protein chains

with coordinates obtained from NMR and deposited into the PDB Berman et al. (2000). This

led to a set of over 5000 protein chains. Out of this set we searched for matching sequences

of X-ray derived structures. We use a PSI-BLAST search S. F. Altschul and T. L. Madden

and A. A. Schäffer and J. Zhang and Z. Zhang and W. Miller and D. J. Lipman (1997)

with one iteration against a custom non-redundant database of all X-ray pdb structures. A

match here and in what follows will be considered if the e-value is bellow 10−15. This set of

matching sequences contained 1940 protein pairs. In some cases the sequential match does

not correspond to a structural overlap since different parts of the sequence have been solved

by NMR or X-ray. For 1594 matching chain pairs, we can calculate structural similarity.

We use the publicly available TMscore program Zhang and Skolnick (2004); Xu and Zhang

(2010) to achieve this. However, as we shall see later, much of the discussion will be more

clearly understood using the RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) measure of similarity

since it does not involve an arbitrary cutoff for proximal residue pairs as do the TMscore,

MaxSub Siew et al. (2000), or GDT Zemla et al. (1999) approaches.

Initial baseline observations are obtained by applying the same technique for the matching

X-RAY structures found before. For each one of the X-ray structure that are a match to an

NMR structure, we search for a distinct matching X-ray structures with e-value less than

10−15. Distinct refers to the PDB ID and we again restrict ourselves to cases where a TM

Score can be calculated. In total we have 969 NMR structures for which there is a matching

X-ray structure, which in turn also has a distinct matching X-ray structure. For brevity we

shall refer to NMR/X-ray pairs as belonging to dataset DSN and to X-ray/X-ray pairs as

belonging to dataset DSX.

B. Cumulative Probability Distributions

One characteristic of either NMR or X-ray derived structural representations of a protein,

is the distribution of (e.g.) the RMSD for the sets of matching sequences described above.

If NMR and X-ray protocols produce statistically identical structures for a given protein
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sequence, then the distributions of RMSD values over the datasets DSN and DSX should

also be statistically similar.

To calculate the cumulative probability distribution (CPD) we take the following steps.

The steps for the TMScore, MaxSUB, or GDTScore are similar. The RMSD values between

pairs are sorted and printed along with their line numbers. Line numbers are normalized as

fractions of the dataset. In this representation the natural interpretation of the line-number-

density is of the probability of obtaining an RMSD value smaller than the corresponding

RMSD value in the dataset. One should note that these probability distributions are not

probability densities. Their derivatives, if they exist, are.

C. Lindemann-like Parameters

Lindemann parameters were introduced to capture the transition betwee solids and liquids

on the molecular scale Lindemann (1910); Shapiro (1970); Zahn, Lenke, and Maret (1999);

Zhou, Vitkup, and Karplus (1999); Chakravarty, Debenedetti, and Stillinger (2007). Their

definition being the ratio between the mean fluctuations of an molecule and some baseline

distance obtained from the crystalline phase. A Lindemann parameter above approximately

0.2 indicates the liquid phase. Here we wish to carry these ideas to proteins, specifically for

characterizing residues as either ordered or disordered.

Proteins can be thought of as directed, curved, one-dimensional objects. However, they

lack the organized structure of a lattice. If we consider residues to be the basic unit cell

and estimate the Cα distances between consecutive residues we obtain a distribution peaked

around 3.5Å. However, these are bounded residues that are not expected to come apart.

Following Zhou et al. Zhou, Vitkup, and Karplus (1999), we can give an estimate of nearest-

neighbor non-bounded heavy-atom distance at 4.5Å.

We chose a slightly different approach. NMR determination of protein structure produces

multiple structure models. These correspond to approximate solutions of the constraints on

the protein structure obtained from the NMR experiment. Hence, they model structural

states the protein visits during its evolution. We can use these multiple models to estimate
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the fluctuations in the motion of individual residues and compare it to a baseline fluctuation,

d, representative of the fluctuations of the structured parts of the protein. We made this

choice of baseline since it can be calculated for any form of the parameter. Here we define

a Lindemann-like Parameter, L, as:

L =

√

σ(x)2 + σ(y)2 + σ(z)2)

d
, (1)

with σ the standard deviation, x, y, z the coordinates of the spatial vector ri which is the

position of the Cα atom of residue i, and d is the mean spatial fluctuations of the Cα atoms

of structured protein fragments.

As a test we also introduce an additional parameter using the geometric mean of the

standard deviation of the individual components, as,

Lg =
(σ(x) · σ(y) · σ(z))

1

3

dg
. (2)

In this case the comparison is to a baseline value for the geometrical mean for fluctuations

of the Cα atoms of structured protein fragments, dg. We note that Lg is only coordinate

system independent from a statistical point of view. However, as we shall see later it is

useful. A more complete discussion of additional parameters to measure NMR disorder will

be presented in future work. We also note that our choice of normalizing the fluctuations by

a baseline fluctuation value deviates from the standard definition of Lindemann parameters,

and this is the reason we call them Lindemann-like here. We chose an alternate normalization

route to enable future work on other Lindemann like parameters.

To carry out a detailed comparison between NMR and X-ray disorder assignments, we use

the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium’s database of NMR/X-ray matched pairs Ev-

erett et al. (2016). In this dataset we have 41 protein chains for which structure was resolved

by both NMR and X-ray methods. The average sequence length for this set is 109 residues

with a standard deviation of 32 residues.
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III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we give the probability distribution plots for four types of structure similarity

measures over the datasets DSN and DSX. The four types of structure similarity measures

are: RMSD, TMScore, MaxSUB, and GDTScore. We used the TMScore Zhang and Skol-

nick (2004); Xu and Zhang (2010) program of 1/1/2012 to calculate them. These scores are

calculated for structurally aligned pairs. The RMSD is a local measure of the average spatial

deviations between individual residues in two structures (PDB coordinate files). TM, Max-

SUB, and GDT scores give the fractions of residues that are within a given cutoff distance.

The three methods use varying cutoffs and methods of defining distances. From Fig. 1 it

is obvious that NMR and X-ray have significantly different distribution functions. For ex-

ample, while over 55% of DSX pairs have RMSD less than 3Å, this occurs for only about

35% of DSN pairs. Similar trends are observed for the three other parameters. The overall

trend is that the most significant difference occurs for comparisons between similar struc-

tures (RMSD< 5Å) with approximately 10% difference in the probability distributions for

5Å <RMSD< 10Å. That is, the NMR/X-ray dataset contains significantly fewer instances

of more structurally similar pairs than X-ray/X-ray pairs.

A. Investigating the Baseline

The baseline set, DSX, may have inherent biases that are not due to any fundamental

difference between NMR and X-ray derived structures. For example candidate X-ray struc-

tures were taken from those that are a close sequential match to NMR derived structures.

This restriction may impose too much of a burden on the calculation. To control for this

we also constructed another baseline set. We randomly selected X-ray chains and stopped

when we had 969 chains for which matching distinct (in the sense of PDB ID) X-ray derived

chains were found. We designate this set as DSXR.

Furthermore, comparison of the distributions of e-value scores in datasets DSN and DSX

reveled significant differences. Differences were also found between them and DSXR. To
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control for these a dataset of matching X-ray pairs with an e-value distribution similar to

the one of DSN was constructed. This set will be designated as DSXD. In Fig. 2 we give

the distribution of the logarithm of the inverse of the e-values for the different datasets. We

truncate any e-value lower than 1−100 to 1−100. We use the inverse of the e-value for clarity,

higher values on the X-axis mean higher sequential match. In general we see that DSX has

more low e-value pairs (closer matches) and less high e-value pairs than DSN. DSXR has

an even higher proportion of low e-value pairs than DSX. DSXD and DSN have matching

e-value distributions by construction.

In Fig. 3 we add to Fig. 1 the RMSD distribution obtained for these two additional

baseline sets. We see that the intuitively understandable trend of higher e-value correlating

with lower RMSD is maintained. However we still see considerable differences between the

RMSD distributions of DSN and DSXD, which were designed to have identical e-value dis-

tributions. Hence the differences observed so far between NMR and X-ray derived structures

are not entirely due to considerations of the e-value distribution or a particular choice of

X-ray structures.

B. NMR Fluctuations

While X-ray derived structures are set in the crystal formed by the proteins, NMR struc-

tures are derived from proteins in solution that are more free to change their coordinates.

Hence, these fluctuations are an inherent difference between the NMR and X-ray protocols

and should not influence our conclusion of the fit between structures derived by these proto-

cols and in-vivo proteins. In a previous study the fluctuations associated with NMR derived

models were studied from the vantage point of predicting them Zhang, Faraggi, and Zhou

(2010). Here, we can calculate the fluctuations of NMR directly from the structures using

the different models given with each PDB entry.

The question of how to combine these fluctuations in the probability distributions dis-

cussed above is more subtle. For one thing we need to realize that RMSD is a measure of

distance and hence it is intuitive that its values should be added. The other three struc-
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ture characteristics we use (TMscore,MaxSUB,GDTscores) are all fractions of residue pairs

within a cutoff distance. Therefore, they should be interpreted to be probabilities and

combining them together should be carried out by multiplication.

Though we know of no formal stipulation, it seems that model structures from NMR ex-

periments would be ranked according to some fitness parameter/s. Therefore we calculated

the mean NMR fluctuations with respect to the first model. That is, structure similar-

ity scores were calculated for all models relative to the first and the means and standard

deviations were calculated.

How to combine the deviations associated with sequential matching and fluctuations in

solution? More specifically, which instances to combine? We use the construct of DSN and

DSX as a way to address this point. That is, in constructing the dataset DSN, for each of

the 969 matching X-ray derived structures, corresponding distinct X-ray matching structures

were found in DSX. Each of the structure similarity scores between sequential matches in

DSX can be combined with the NMR fluctuations associated with the corresponding NMR

derived structure in DSN.

Now that we have a way to associate between fluctuations due to sequential matching

and solute, our final step is to combine the structure similarity scores for the set DSX into

an estimated value that would be expected if sequential matching was done between NMR

and X-ray derived structures (as in DSN). We approach this using the following rational.

The details of which part of the protein is affected by which fluctuation is critical for this

estimation.

We start by considering how to combine the RMSD values between matching pairs and

RMSF (Root Mean square fluctuations). If we assume that the RMSD and RMSF occur at

similar locations along the protein and that they are uniformly distributed then the RMSD

of the hypothetical fluctuating X-ray system would be equal to the sum of the RMSD and

RMSF from the two types of fluctuations. On the other hand if we assume that these

fluctuations occur at disjoint areas of the protein then the fluctuations of the hypothetical

fluctuating X-ray system would be equal to the square-root of the sum of the square RMSD
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plus the square RMSF. In Fig. 4 we give the results of the probability distributions using

either of these assumptions. The label DISJ refers to fluctuations occurring in disjointed

regions and the label CONJ refers to fluctuations occurring in similar regions. For reference

we also give the probability distributions for DSN and DSX. We see that if we add NMR

fluctuations to the fluctuations associated with sequential match for X-ray structures the

resulting probability distribution largely agrees with the one for sequential matching for

NMR.

Due to the use of a cut-off based measure, combination of the separate effects into an

effective score for TM, MaxSUB, and GDT is significantly more complicated. For each

protein the details of fluctuations due to sequential mismatch and NMR will determine the

effective score. We give several examples. In one case, if the fluctuations affect different

regions of the protein (disjointed), the resulting score would be the sum of the fractions of

residues outside the cutoff distance. On the other hand if the fluctuations are more evenly

spread their combination can turn two high scores (> 0.8) into a low score (< 0.4) since

entire regions that are inside the cutoff distance for both fluctuations separately can become

outside the cutoff distance upon combination. Such considerations are outside the scope of

this paper.

C. NMR Disorder

We start by investigating the value of d, and dg, for the three secondary structure states:

helix (H), sheet (E), and coil (C). We use the DSSP program Kabsch and Sander (1983)

to assign secondary structure based on the restrictive 8 to 3 map as discussed in Faraggi

et al. (2012). In Table I we give the average fluctuations using a Euclidean distance (AF)

and using a geometrical mean (AFG), with standard deviations (SD) for residue fluctuations

(of Cα atom) for residues of the three types of secondary structure states. We see that for

the two structured states, H and E, a value of d = 1Å is consistent when using Euclidean

distance. For a geometric mean we find a value of dg = 0.5 Å.

Average residue fluctuations using the standard Euclidean approach (AF) and using a
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geometrical mean (AFG). Standard deviations (SD) over all residues of a given secondary

structure type are given following their corresponding parameter. Based on these values we

select d = 1 Åand dg = 0.5 Å. We note that the sheet structure seems most rigid. Note also

that these averages were taken on the NMR solutions of these structure. Residues denoted

as ‘Coils’ in Table I include residues missing coordinates in their X-ray structure model.

We continued by calculating the Lindemann-like parameters L, and Lg, for the residues

in the NMR structure models. We then align these results with order/disorder assignments

based on the existence/absence of coordinates in the corresponding X-ray structure model.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are then calculated for distinguishing the

order/disorder state of a residue based on L or Lg values, with the obvious trend of increasing

Lindemann-like parameter indicating disorder. We plot these results in Fig. 5. The inset

shows the same plot restricted to low False Positive Rate and shows the slight advantage of

Lg over L. Area Under the Curve (AUC) was calculated from these ROC curves. We find

that the parameter L produces an AUC of 0.943, while use of Lg to distinguish between

ordered and disordered residues yields an AUC of 0.944. Again, a slight advantage for using

Lg. The reason for this, we suspect, is that the geometric mean is better able to distinguish

between isotropic and periodic motion. This will be investigated in future studies.

We also calculated the Matthews correlation, M , for all possible threshold values for both

L and Lg. Plots for both cases are given in Fig. 6. The inset shows the range of thresholds for

which maximum Matthews correlation is obtained. We find a maximum value of M = 0.771

using the threshold Lg = 3.96. For the more standard Lindemann-like parameter we find

a maximum value of M = 0.768 for the threshold value L = 3.90. Note that we can infer

a distance scale from L but not from Lg. In both cases we find similar results, with the

maximum correlation obtained for Lindemann-like parameters threshold approximately four

times the value for structured cases. We note that the Matthews correlation surpass 0.7 for

thresholds above 2.0 approximately. This value can be useful for cases when avoiding false

negatives may be more important. It is worth while to note that disorder appears to be

associated with stronger fluctuations than the 0.2 Lindemann threshold for liquids. This is
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consistent with previous results of Zhou et al. Zhou, Vitkup, and Karplus (1999) indicating

the structured surfaces of structured proteins having Lindemann parameters of the order

of that of liquid. If we use the standard definition of the Lindemann parameter, with the

same normalization as Zhou et al. we arrive at an approximate relationship Ld = Lc/4, with

Ld the Lindemann parameter and Lc defined earlier. Based on our results here this would

correspond to a Lindemann parameter for the transition to disorder in the range [0.5, 1]. To

achieve disorder one needs more fluctuations than at the surface of structured proteins.

D. Case Studies

During the course of this work we came across seemingly peculiar cases where the RMSF

and (e.g.) TM score would point in different directions with respect to the degree of struc-

tural match between the different NMR models. Either the RMSF would be relatively high

indicating structural instability but the TMscore would also be high indicating structural

stability. Or, the RMSF would be relatively low and so would the TMscore be. Besides

being anomalies deserving attention, these cases also suggested the presence of disorder.

Here we analyze several such examples.

We start off with the case of the major urinary protein Timm et al. (2001); Phelan

et al. (2010). This protein’s NMR structure (PDB ID: 2L9C) came up with a sequential

match to an X-ray structure (PDB ID: 1I06). In both cases these are single chain proteins

however the NMR model is for a single chain in solution while the X-ray structure was

achieved for the crystallized protein complexed with synthetic pheromones 2-sec-butyl-4,5-

dihydrothiazole and 6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3-heptanone. The RMSF found for the NMR mod-

els was 11.9Åwhile the TMscore was 0.87. Further examination of the structures revealed

that indeed the NMR structure seems to have some core structure however the terminals

seem to obtained a well defined structure only upon binding to the pheromones. A simi-

lar example is the immunodeficiency virus. Where NMR structure (PDB ID: 2K4E) has a

relatively structured core and flapping terminals which become structured upon binding in

a crystallized triplet structure (PDB ID: 1ED1). In this case the RMSF was 11.5Åand the
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TMscore was 0.87. Both disorder prediction with SPINE-D Zhang et al. (2012) and missing

coordinates from the X-ray structure indicate the existence of long disordered terminals for

these proteins.

Another interesting case is that of the DNA binding protein GAL4. In this case the RMSF

for the NMR structures (PDB ID: 1HBW) was relatively low at 5.7Åwhile the TMscore was

0.42. Inspection of the structures reveled that this protein in solution is composed of a set

of independent helices, each stable and flopping about. For this protein the X-ray solved

sequential match we found was crystallized while bound to DNA (PDB ID: 3COQ). In this

state interactions with the DNA support the localization of the different helices relative to

each other. About 30% of this protein was found to be disordered.

This work can also help identify disordered regions of proteins that are mistakenly labeled

as ordered by X-ray studies due to experimental constraints (e.g., crystal contacts). We will

call these cases of disagreement between NMR and X-ray results Type I disagreements.

Additionally, a region will be ordered or disordered depending on the boundary conditions

it is experiencing (e.g., binding). Comparing disorder assignments from NMR and X-ray

experiments can help identify MORF regions Yan et al. (2016), regions that change their

structure as a functional of the boundary conditions they are experiencing. We will call

these cases of disagreement between NMR and X-ray result Type II disagreements. It is

interesting to investigate several cases that exhibit these types of behavior.

We start with the end region of the folded n-terminal fragment of UPF0291 protein YnzC

from Bacillus subtitles. The PDB IDs for the NMR and X-ray solved structures are 2JVD

and 3BHP respectively Berman et al. (2000); Aramini et al. (2008); Kuzin et al. (2008).

That region was labeled ordered by X-ray, while according to NMR the last residue has the

largest fluctuations in the set of (X-ray labeled) ordered residues. In Fig. 7A we give the

value of L as a function of the residue number for 2JVD. If we use a order/disorder cutoff

of Lc = 4, indicated by the line in the plot, residues 43-48 are determined disordered by

NMR. Indeed, observation of the PyMol Schrödinger, LLC (2015) movie of successive NMR

solved structures shows the fragment flopping around. In Fig. 7B we give the cartoon image
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of the protein packed in the crystal structure as reported in the PDB and constructed using

the PyMol ‘symexp’ command. The fragment in question is labeled red in all copies of the

protein and we include one space fill copy to better visualize distances. It is clear that in this

case we have both Type I and Type II disagreements. We have Type I in contacts appearing

between the end regions of opposing chains in the crystal, with a minimum distance between

Cα on opposing chains close to 4 Å. Probably more important in this case, the protein

was crystallized in trimer form. In this form the three end fragments provide binding

opportunistic to each other and stabilize their structure. It is not surprising then that

with the lack of these two restraints, NMR solutions show the end fragment disordered.

As another case, we chose randomly from the set of X-ray labeled ordered residues with

L > 4 and obtained residue 158 an uncharacterized protein from Chlorobium tepidum. It

is part of the C-terminus tail of the protein. In the solution NMR structure (PDB ID:

2KCU) this tail is formed from residues 156-166 with L > 4. For residue 158, L = 6.7.

The corresponding crystal structure (PDB ID: 3E0H) of this protein show only residues

156-158 of the tail with all three residues having coordinates (i.e., ordered). The rest of

the tail, residues 159-166, were cleaved to allow for crystallization. Inspection of the crystal

packing revels binding of residue 158 to residues 78 and 79 of the nearest crystal duplicate.

This interaction, plus the fact that much of the disordered part was removed allow for

stabilization of this fragment in the crystal structure. We can categorize this case as a Type

I disagreement.

This protein also allows us to investigate cases of disagreement that are not restricted to

the terminal regions. Residues 139-146 are labeled ordered by X-ray, however this fragment

exhibits L > 3.5 in NMR. Examination of the crystal packing shows that this fragment is

flanked on three sides by fragments from other crystal contacts. Most significantly there is

binding between residue 141 in this fragment and residue 157 in the nearest crystal duplicate,

with a minimum distance between Cαs below 4Å. This interaction acts to stabilize this

fragment enough to allow for it to be visualized in the X-ray diffraction patterns. We can

categorize this case as a Type I disagreement as well.
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We also have opposite cases where structure was not observed in X-ray yet NMR shows

a stable fixed structure. Residues in Q8ZP25 from Salmonella Typhimurium Parish et al.

(2008) demonstrate such a case. Residues 26 to 33 in the X-ray solved structure (PDB ID:

2ES7) are identified as disordered, however this same region shows up as a stable helix with

L < 0.5 in the NMR solution (PDB ID: 2JZT). There is agreement between the solutions

for the disordered tails of this protein, as well as a strongly disordered loop centered around

residue 49. We speculate that in this and similar cases the strongly fluctuating dynamics

of these disordered regions of the protein obscure the diffraction patterns for parts of the

proteins.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comparison between the distributions of structural alignment scores,

for sequentially aligned pairs of protein chains. We have done this separately for a large

set where one member of each pair is an NMR derived structure and the other structure

derived from X-ray crystallography, and for another set where both structures are derived

from X-ray experiments. We find that at face value these two approaches for obtaining

protein structure yield significantly differing results for both RMSD and more sophisticated

structure similarity scores.

The difference between the structural similarity scores was analyzed and it was shown

that it cannot be attributed to the difference between the sequential alignment distributions.

It was shown that the difference can be attributed, at least from the statistical point of view,

to the fluctuations inherent to the NMR protocol. That is, if for a set of X-ray structures

we pair them each with its near (e-value< 10−15) sequential match and combine with the

difference in their structure the mean fluctuations across NMR derived structures of this

close sequential match; then the distribution of their structural correspondence resembles

that of a set of NMR structures. This lends support to the validity of both NMR and X-ray

protocols in deriving biomolecular models that correspond to in-vivo conditions.

We have also investigated and compared the transition to disorder in both NMR and
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X-ray studies. We introduced a Lindemann-like parameter for fluctuations in NMR models

and described how disorder assignment can be made for NMR structures. Since we hope this

work will spur further progress in the area of NMR disorder assignment, a note about the

choice of cutoff Lc. We have set Lc = 4 arbitrarily in this exploratory study due to this value

producing the maximum Matthews correlation value. However, an examination of the data

revels this choice of Lc produces 96/261 false negatives, i.e., residues marked disordered by

X-ray but with L < 4 by NMR, and 31/2140 false positives, i.e., residues marked ordered by

X-ray but with L > 4. This imbalance is due to size imbalance between the different groups,

with many more ordered residues than disordered ones. We can correct this misalliance,

achieving about 10% false positive and false negative classification by taking Lc = 1.5. It

is the opinion of the authors of this work that further studies should determine the most

effective cutoff values and uses for NMR disorder assignment.
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TABLE I: Average Residue Fluctuations

Secondary Structure AF (Å) SD (Å) AFG (Å) SD (Å)

Sheet 0.60 0.39 0.33 0.21

Helix 0.81 0.85 0.44 0.46

Coil 3.43 5.25 1.87 2.92

Average residue fluctuations using the standard Euclidean approach (AF) and using a

geometrical mean (AFG). Standard deviations (SD) over all residues of a given secondary

structure type are given following their corresponding parameter. Based on these values we select

d = 1 Å and dg = 0.5 Å.
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FIG. 1: Comparison between cumulative probability distributions (CPDs) of structural

similarity parameters for a dataset of NMR/X-ray pairs (DSN) and X-ray/X-ray pairs

(DSX). The most significant difference occurs for comparisons between similar structures

(RMSD< 5Å) with approximately 10% difference for intermediate ranges.

FIG. 2: Comparison between e-values distribution for the different dataset considered in

the text. Note that DSXD is designed to match the distribution of DSN.

FIG. 3: Comparison between CPDs resulting from the different constraints on the e-value

distributions as described in Fig. 2. Even matching the e-value distribution does produce

the same CPD.

FIG. 4: CPDs for RMSD that result from adding NMR fluctuations to X-ray structures.

The two types of approaches to adding the NMR fluctuations are described in the text and

produce curves that are similar to DSN.

FIG. 5: ROC curve for distinguishing the order/disorder state of a residue based on L or

Lg values, with the obvious trend of increasing Lindemann-like parameter indicating

disorder. The inset shows the same plot restricted to low False Positive Rate and shows

the slight advantage of Lg over L.

FIG. 6: Matthews correlation calculated for distinguishing the order/disorder state of a

residue based on L or Lg values, with the obvious trend of increasing Lindemann-like

parameter indicating disorder. The inset shows the same plot restricted to the area of

maximum correlation, the dotted line at 0.768 shows the maximum value for L and that

Lg is slightly better.
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FIG. 7: Conflicting results between crystal and NMR structures resulting from crystal

packing. A) Lindemann-like parameter L versus the residue number along the chain

showing the highly fluctuating C-terminus tail of this structure. B) Crystal packing

cartoon of the protein showing the tail-to-tail orientation and proximity of opposing tails.
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